2017 Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and Quality Improvement Program (MBSAQIP) Qualified Clinical Data Registry (QCDR) Non-MIPS Measures Specifications

MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 1
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a postoperative complication within 30 days

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Effective Clinical Care

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes

DESCRIPTION: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a postoperative complication within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure

DENOMINATOR:
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator: (43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645), (43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645,43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43659,43659), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645), (43846,43846), (43846,43847), (43846,43999), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644), (44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43999,43999), (43659,43659), (43775,43775), (43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775,43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775), (43999,43775), (43999,43775), (43846,43999), (43847,43999), (43810, 43644)

DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures

NUMERATOR: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced a postoperative complication within 30 days

RATIONALE: Post-operative overall complication rate is reflective of harm to patients, and thus it is important to measure and report. Until a decade ago, the overall complication rate for bariatric procedures was as high as 30% (1). More recent data report improved outcomes; however, the overall rate of
complications remains high. A study of multi-institutional ACS-NSQIP 2005-2006 data for laparoscopic and open roux en y gastric bypass of 5,777 patients showed overall 30-day complication rates of almost 7% for laparoscopic and 13% for open bariatric procedures, with 3.4% and 7.4% major complications, respectively (2). A study involving 25 hospitals with 9895 patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass during 2006-2009 showed an almost 6% 30-day complication rate with sleeve gastrectomy, and 10.3% complication rate with gastric bypass (3). Serious life threatening or permanently disabling complications, such as pulmonary embolism or respiratory failure, were reported at 2.2% and 3.6% for sleeve gastrectomy and gastric bypass respectively. A study of ACS-Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30-day overall complication rates of 5.6% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 5.9% for laparoscopic gastric bypass, and 15% for open gastric bypass (4). Postoperative complications result in disability, increased lengths of stay, and increased hospital costs.

**CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:**
Several risk factors for postoperative complications following bariatric surgery have been identified for patients undergoing bariatric surgery. Studies have consistently shown that age, type of bariatric surgery, higher BMI, cardiac and pulmonary disease, prior VTE, functional dependence, and limited mobility are risk factors for post-operative complications (5, 6, 7). These should be carefully monitored in patients undergoing bariatric surgery. Patients with cardiopulmonary disease should be optimized pre-operatively; those with a history of VTE should be given more aggressive chemoprophylaxis post-operatively.

MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 2
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced an unplanned readmission within 30 days

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Efficiency and Cost Reduction

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes

DESCRIPTION: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced an unplanned readmission (likely related to the initial operation) within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

DENOMINATOR:
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator:
(43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645),
(43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645,43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645),
(43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43847,43645), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644),
(44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43659,43775), (43775,43775),
(43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775,43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775),
(43999,43775), (43846,43999), (43847,43999), (43847,43644)

DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures

NUMERATOR:
Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced an unplanned readmission (likely related to the initial operation) to any hospital within 30 days

RATIONALE:
Readmissions add greatly to hospital costs nationwide, and are also a measure of untoward events and complications, and are therefore important to measure and report. A study involving 25 hospitals with 9,895 patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass during 2006-2009 showed a 30-day readmission rate of 5.5% for patients who underwent sleeve gastrectomy, and a 5.1% readmission rate with gastric bypass (1). A single center study of 2,823 patients that underwent bariatric procedures during 2003-2006 found an overall readmission rate of 6.5% within 30 days, with a 7.3% readmission rate specifically for laparoscopic gastric bypasses (2). A study of ACS-Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or
laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30-day readmission rates of 5.4% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 6.4% for laparoscopic gastric bypass, and 9.4% for open gastric bypass (3). In a review of 10,882 patient records following colorectal surgery from 2002-2008, the median cost of readmission was $8,885 (4). A study of insurance claims from 2,522 bariatric operations at 308 hospitals during 2001-2002 found that the most costly aspect of bariatric surgery was readmissions (5). The total risk-adjusted healthcare payments were $65,031 for patients with complications requiring readmission over a 6 month period post-operatively, compared to $27,125 for those with complications not requiring readmission.

CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:
Numerous studies have shown increased odds of readmission with increased length of stay after initial operation for surgical patients, including bariatric patients (6, 7). A study of 2,823 patients who underwent bariatric procedures, 40.2% of 30-day readmissions were due to technical causes and 23.4% due to gastrointestinal complaints such as vomiting (2). In a retrospective review of 1222 patients who underwent gastric bypass during 2004-2007, of the 127 emergency room visits, reoperations, and readmissions within 30 days, 58% were due to nausea, vomiting, and dehydration, or benign abdominal pain (8). By close attention to patients with longer initial LOS and monitoring and early intervention for gastrointestinal complaints, costly readmissions may be prevented.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 3
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a reoperation within 30 days

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Efficiency and Cost Reduction

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes
**DESCRIPTION:**
Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a reoperation (likely related to the initial operation) within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

**DENOMINATOR:**
Patients with Primary CPT **43644, 43645 or 43775**

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator:

(43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645),
(43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645,43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645),
(43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43633,43644), (43633,43645), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644),
(44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43659,43775), (43775,43775),
(43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775,43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775),
(43999,43775), (43846,43999), (43847,43999), (43810,43644)

**DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS:** Emergent Procedures

**NUMERATOR:**
Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced reoperation (likely related to the initial operation) within 30 days

**RATIONALE:**
Reoperations significantly increase morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing bariatric surgery, as well as operating room and hospital costs, and are thus important to measure and report. A study utilizing ACS-NSQIP data for 28,241 patients undergoing bariatric surgery during 2007-2009, of which 18,671 patients underwent laparoscopic gastric bypass, revealed a 2.9% reoperation rate within 30 days for those who underwent laparoscopic gastric bypass as the index procedure (1). A study of multi-institutional ACS-NSQIP 2005-2006 data for laparoscopic and open roux en y gastric bypass of 5,777 patients showed 30-day reoperation rates of 3.6% for laparoscopic and 5.0% for open bariatric procedures (2). A study involving 25 hospitals with 9895 patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass during 2006-2009 showed a 0.6% 30-day reoperation rate with sleeve gastrectomy and 2.5% with gastric bypass (3). Reoperations are undertaken for leaks and perforations, severe wound infections, major bleeding, and strictures. A study of ACS-Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30-day reoperation rates of 3% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, and 5% for laparoscopic and open gastric bypass (4). The ACS-NSQIP data for 28,241 patients undergoing bariatric surgery revealed an overall significant increase in morbidity (40% vs. 3.3%) and mortality (2.2% vs. 0.01%) for those undergoing reoperations (1).
**CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:**
Several risk factors have been identified that increase the likelihood of requiring reoperation following bariatric surgery. Patient with bleeding disorders (OR 2.1), low pre-operative serum albumin (OR 0.8), hemodialysis requirement (OR 9.2), or those with increased anesthesia time (OR 1.0) have an increased risk of reoperations (1). For patients with low albumin levels preoperatively, nutritional counseling can be undertaken prior to the procedure. Patients can also be counseled as to increased risk of reoperation and morbidity with these risk factors to ensure a better understanding of the risks of the planned procedure for purposes of informed consent.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MBSAQIP Measure:</th>
<th>MBSAQIP 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measure Title:</strong></td>
<td>Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced an anastomotic/staple line leak within 30 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain:** Effective Clinical Care

**Measure Type (Process/Outcome):** Outcome

**Inverse Measure (Yes/No):** Yes

**DESCRIPTION:** Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced an anastomotic/staple line leak within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

**DENOMINATOR:**
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator: (43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645), (43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645, 43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645), (43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43633,43644), (43633,43645), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644), (44602,43645), (44603, 43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43659,43775), (43775,43775), (43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775, 43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775), (43999,43775), (43846, 43999), (43847, 43999), (43810, 43644)
DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures

NUMERATOR: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced an anastomotic/staple line leak within 30 days

RATIONALE: Anastomotic/staple line leaks greatly increase the morbidity and mortality for patients undergoing bariatric surgery, and are therefore important to measure and report. A study involving 25 hospitals with 9895 patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass during 2006-2009 showed a 30-day leak rate of 0.92% with gastric bypass operations and 0.35% with sleeve gastrectomy (1). A multi-institute study of 25,469 patients undergoing bariatric procedures showed a 30-day leak rate of 0.8% with laparoscopic gastric bypass, 0.6% with open gastric bypass, and 1.0% with sleeve gastrectomy (2). A study of ACS- Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30-day leak rates of 0.74% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 0.78% for laparoscopic gastric bypass, and 1.5% for open gastric bypass (3). A study of 3,018 patients who underwent gastric bypass at 4 tertiary care centers showed a 2.1% leak rate (4). The majority of these occurred at the site of the gastrojejunostomy. Median time to symptoms was 3 days. In this study, 63% required reoperations, for drainage of intra-abdominal abscesses or revision or repair of the anastomosis, with an overall morbidity of 53% and mortality of 10%. Those treated non-operatively required placement of drains, intravenous antibiotics, and withholding of oral intake. Two-thirds of the patients required transfer to an intensive care unit with median length of stay of 8 days.

CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:Leaks after bariatric surgery are difficult to diagnose due to lack of peritoneal signs in morbidly obese abdomens, and low sensitivity of imaging studies such as upper GI studies and CT scans. Fever, tachycardia, and abdominal pain are non-specific signs but should raise suspicion for leaks. There should be a higher index of suspicion for patients with higher BMI or those who have had previous abdominal surgery (4, 5).

MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 6
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a postoperative surgical site infection (SSI) within 30 days

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Effective Clinical Care

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes

DESCRIPTION:
Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced a postoperative surgical site infection (SSI) (superficial incisional, deep incisional, or organ/space SSI) within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

DENOMINATOR:
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator: (43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645), (43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645, 43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43659,43999), (43846,43644), (43846,43645), (43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43847,43846), (43847,43999), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644), (44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43999,43999), (43843,43775), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775), (43775,43775), (43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775, 43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775), (43999,43775), (43846, 43999), (43847, 43999), (43810, 43644)

DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures. Patients who have PATOS (Present At Time Of Surgery) modifiers will also be excluded from the denominator.

NUMERATOR:
Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced a postoperative surgical site infection within 30 days

RATIONALE:
Surgical Site Infections (SSIs) remain the most frequently reported complication following bariatric surgery (1, 2, 3). SSIs are an adverse surgical outcome, and thus important to measure and report. Over the past decade, the reported incidence of SSI after bariatric surgery has ranged from 8% to 12% (2, 4) for open procedures, and 3-4% for laparoscopic procedures (1, 2). A study of ACS-Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data
from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30-day SSI rates of 2% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 2.2% for laparoscopic gastric bypass, and 7.8% for open gastric bypass (4). The organisms isolated are predominantly gram-positives such as staphylococci and streptococci, but also include gram negative bacteria and anaerobes (5). The cost attributable to a surgical site infection was reported as $20,785 and the LOS as 11.2 days in recent student published in JAMA (6). Costs and LOS both more than doubled for SSIs caused by methicillin resistant staph aureus.

**CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:**

A study of 2012 patients at 9 community hospitals during 2007-2008 showed wide variation in antibiotic prophylactic regimens (7). This can be optimized by adherence to Clinical Practice Guidelines for Antimicrobial Prophylaxis in Surgery (8). Cefazolin should be used according to established prophylaxis guidelines. In case of a B-lactam allergy, Clindamycin or vancomycin plus aminoglycoside or aztreonam or fluoroquinolone should be used. Standard doses may result in low tissue and serum concentrations in obese patients. The highest weight-based dose that can be safely used should be administered (9). Hyperglycemia should be adequately controlled (10). Laparoscopic approach should be utilized if possible.

MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 7
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced postoperative nausea, vomiting or fluid/electrolyte/nutritional depletion within 30 days

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Effective Clinical Care

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes

DESCRIPTION:
Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced postoperative nausea, vomiting or fluid/electrolyte/nutritional depletion within 30 days following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

DENOMINATOR:
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775

The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator:
(43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645),
(43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645,43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645),
(43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43847,43659), (43847,43846), (43847,43847), (43847,43999), (43840,43644),
(43840,43645), (44602,43644), (44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645),
(43659,43775), (43775,43775), (43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775,43999), (43843,43775), (43843,43775),
(43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775), (43999,43775), (43846, 43999), (43847, 43999), (43847, 43999),
(43847, 43999), (43847, 43999)

DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures

NUMERATOR:
Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced a postoperative nausea, vomiting or fluid/electrolyte/nutritional depletion within 30 days

RATIONALE:
Post-operative nausea, vomiting, and fluid/electrolyte/nutritional depletion rate affects the post-operative recovery for patients and thus it is important to measure and report. A study of ACS-Bariatric Surgery Center Network (BSCN) accreditation program data from 109 hospitals for 28,616 patients from 2007-2010 undergoing bariatric operations, with 16,423 undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy or laparoscopic or open gastric bypass showed 30- day fluid, electrolyte, and nutritional depletion rates of 1.9% for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 1.5% for laparoscopic gastric bypass, and 2.1% for open gastric bypass (1). In a retrospective review of 1222 patients who underwent gastric bypass during 2004-
of the 127 emergency room visits, reoperations, and readmissions within 30 days, almost 40% were due to nausea, vomiting, and dehydration (2). These symptoms were also the most common complaint, at 26%, for those patients who presented to an emergency room within the first 90 days of a bariatric procedure. These symptoms can also be indicative of post-operative ileus or small bowel obstruction (SBO). A study involving 25 hospitals with 9895 patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass during 2006-2009 reported 30-day ileus/SBO in 0.8% of gastric bypass operations, and 0.1% of sleeve gastrectomy procedures (3).

CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:
Clinical practice guidelines exist to address post-operative fluid/electrolyte/nutritional needs for bariatric patients (4). Those could be adhered to as clinically appropriate to reduce these post-operative conditions for an improved patient care and to reduce costly readmissions. Post-operative nausea and vomiting should be addressed early and patient counseling could be undertaken to avoid dehydration and electrolyte deficiencies.


MBSAQIP Measure: MBSAQIP 8
Measure Title: Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced extended length of stay (> 7 days)

National Quality Strategy (NQS) Domain: Patient Safety

Measure Type (Process/Outcome): Outcome

Inverse Measure (Yes/No): Yes

DESCRIPTION:
Risk standardized rate of patients who experienced extended length of stay (> 7 days) following a Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy operation, performed as a primary (not revisional) procedure.

DENOMINATOR:
Patients with Primary CPT 43644, 43645 or 43775
The following combinations of Primary CPT by Other CPT will also be included in the denominator:
(43644,43644), (43644,43645), (43644,43846), (43644,43847), (43644,43999), (43645,43644), (43645,43645),
(43645,43846), (43645,43847), (43645,43999), (43659,43644), (43659,43645), (43846,43644), (43846,43645),
(43847,43644), (43847,43645), (43633,43644), (43633,43645), (43840,43644), (43840,43645), (44602,43644),
(44602,43645), (44603,43644), (44603,43645), (43999,43644), (43999,43645), (43659,43775), (43775,43775),
(43775,43842), (43775,43843), (43775,43999), (43843,43775), (43840,43775), (44602,43775), (44603,43775),
(43999,43775), (43846,43999), (43847,43999), (43810,43644)

DENOMINATOR EXCLUSIONS: Emergent Procedures

NUMERATOR:
Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass or Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy patients who experienced extended length of stay (> 7 days)

RATIONALE:
Extended length of stay (LOS) can be a marker of post-operative complications and is therefore important to measure and report. An analysis of current data suggests that only 1.5% of patients have a LOS greater than 7 days. A study of multi-institutional ACS-NSQIP 2005-2006 data for laparoscopic and open roux en y gastric bypass of 5,777 patients reported median LOS 2.0 days for laparoscopic and 3.0 days for open gastric bypass (1). A single center study of 2,823 patients that underwent bariatric procedures during 2003-2006 found LOS >3 days at the initial operation increased the odds of unplanned readmissions within 30 days (2). A study of 1,939 patients undergoing a variety of bariatric procedures and followed for one year post- operatively found that the mean initial LOS for the 265 readmitted patients was 0.5 days longer that the LOS for those not readmitted. The mean length of stay at readmission was 3 days (3). A study of 100 patients at a single institution who underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy between 2008 and 2011 showed a median LOS of 3.1 days (4).

CLINICAL RECOMMENDATION STATEMENTS:
Extended initial length of stay is a risk factor for readmission later in the post-operative course. Patients who have a longer initial length of stay may benefit from additional follow up visits to prevent morbidity from complications and costly readmissions.